
Telephone Game

•Every time a DNA 
makes a copy 
(spreading of a 
message), 
mutations can 
happen (mistakes 
in a message)



Mistakes in DNA
•Cells make mistakes 

during replication
and transcription

•Most often these 
mistakes are fixed by 
DNA repair enzymes

• Some mistakes 
persist and are 
passed to daughter 
cells, called 
mutations.



Causes of Mutations

•Mutations can happen spontaneously or be caused by 
environmental factors

•Mutagens: certain chemicals or radiation that can cause DNA 
damage by causing bases to mispair and bond with the wrong 
base

Examples:  
•Physical Mutagens: radiation (UV rays, X rays, & gamma rays)
•Chemical Mutagens:  Benzene (chemical in gasoline)
•Biological Mutagens:  viruses



Mutation

•A permanent change that occurs in a cell’s DNA 

•Can occur at the gene level or chromosome level

Gene Mutations
(3 types)

1. Point mutation
2. Insertion
3. Deletion

Chromosome Mutations     
(4 types)

1. Deletion
2. Duplication
3. Inversion
4. Translocation



Gene Level Mutations
Point Mutations

•Substitution: a change in just 
one base pair

1. Silent Mutation:  amino acid is 
NOT changed 

2. Missense Mutation: amino 
acid is changed

3. Nonsense Mutation: amino 
acid is changed to a STOP 
codon



Silent Mutation
No change to the amino acid sequence / no change to protein built



Missense Mutation

Disease Example:  Sickle cell anemia; Achondroplasia (dwarfism)



Nonsense Mutation

Disease Example:  Muscular Dystrophy





Frameshift Mutations

•Causes the reading frame 
to shift to the left or the 
right

• Insertion: 
Addition of a nucleotide

•Deletion: 
Removal of a nucleotide







ACGAAATACAGACAT

Determine what type of mutation occurred:

ACGAAATAGAGACAT

ACAAATACAGACAT

ACGAAATACAGGACAT

Substitution 
(point mutation)

Deletion 
(frameshift mutation)

Insertion 
(frameshift mutation)



Practice 
gene mutations

• Use your mRNA 
codon chart/ wheel 
to answer these 
questions.



Chromosomal Mutations
•Piece of a 

chromosome can be 
broken off, 
duplicated, or 
moved to another 
chromosome
•More DNA is 

affected by 
chromosomal
mutations than gene 
mutations



Types of Chromosomal Mutations
Deletion: loss of all or 

part of a chromosome

Duplication: a segment 

of a chromosome is 

repeated

Inversion: chromosome 

sections become 

disoriented

Translocation: part of one 

chromosome attaches to 

a non-homologous 

chromosome
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Mutations in a somatic (body) 

cell CANNOT be passed to 

offspring!

Mutations in gametes CAN be 

passed to offspring!
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Mutations → Genetic Disorders

•Mutations can lead to genetic 
disorders

•Can change both the folding
and stability of the protein

• Ex. Sickle Cell Anemia 
(caused by a substitution 
mutation)



• Amoeba Sisters - Mutations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GieZ3pk9YVo

